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Discover State-of-the-Art Machine Learning Demos on arXiv
We’re very excited to announce that Hugging Face has collaborated
with arXiv to make papers more accessible, discoverable, and fun.
Starting today, Hugging Face Spaces is integrated with arXivLabs
through a Demo tab that includes links to demos created by the
community or the authors themselves. By going to the Demos tab of
your favorite […]
Attention Authors: Temporary changes to announcement schedule
due to holidays
Planning a submission to arXiv in the next few weeks? Please be aware
of the upcoming temporary change to our announcement schedule.
This change only affects announcement of new submissions, and the
arXiv servers will otherwise remain in operation. We will still be
accepting submissions and the arXiv site will continue to be available
for […]
Celebrate #OAWeek with arXiv!
Updated November 7, 2022: Thank you for celebrating with us! See
links to video recordings below. October 24 – 30, 2022 “Open Access
Week is an opportunity for the academic and research community to
continue to learn about the potential benefits of Open Access, to share
what they’ve learned with colleagues, and to […]
US Labor Day 5 September 2022: Temporary change to article
announcement schedule
The mailings and the public availability of new submissions will be
deferred for 5 September 2022. Help desk support will not be available
on this day. We will still be accepting submissions and the arXiv site will
continue to be available for browsing existing papers. 5 September
2022 announcement deferred to the 6th Articles received […]
New technical director joins arXiv staff
We are pleased to welcome Charles Frankston as arXiv’s new technical
director. Frankston brings to arXiv a wealth of expertise in a wide range
of platforms, languages, and systems architecture. Formerly a software
developer, chief technology officer, and chief privacy officer, he has
experience spanning varied industries and settings, from healthcare to
wireless and from […]
Temporary change to announcement schedule: June 2022
Planning a submission to arXiv in the next few weeks? Please be aware
of the upcoming temporary change to our announcement schedule.
This change only affects announcement of new submissions, and the
arXiv servers will otherwise remain in operation. We will still be
accepting submissions and the arXiv site will continue to be available
for […]
We’re hiring! arXiv Technical Director
Read the full job description and apply here. Reporting to the arXiv
Faculty Director, the arXiv Technical Director will lead the effort to
update arXiv’s technical design and implementation, in order to meet
short- and long-term strategic goals. The role will include: Identifying
requirements and setting priorities for the arXiv cloud migration Creating
a strategic […]
Professor Ramin Zabih named arXiv faculty director
arXiv, the world’s leading open access research sharing platform, is
pleased to welcome Professor Ramin Zabih as faculty director. Zabih is
a computer science professor at Cornell Tech and president and
founder of the Computer Vision Foundation (CVF). His research
focuses on computer vision and its applications, especially in medical
imaging. He trained at the […]
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